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Abstract: The article uses passive mobile data to analyse the complex mobilities that occur in a coastal
region characterised by seasonal patterns of tourism activity. A large volume of data generated by
mobile phone users has been selected and processed to subsequently display the information in the
form of visualisations that are useful for transport and tourism research, policy, and practice. More
specifically, the analysis consisted of four steps: (1) a dataset containing records for four days—two
on summer days and two in winter—was selected, (2) these were aggregated spatially, temporally,
and differentiating trips by local residents, national tourists, and international tourists, (3) origin-
destination matrices were built, and (4) graph-based visualisations were created to provide evidence
on the nature of the mobilities affecting the study area. The results of our work provide new evidence
of how the analysis of passive mobile data can be useful to study the effects of tourism seasonality in
local mobility patterns.

Keywords: passive mobile data; tourism mobilities; tourism seasonality; urban mobilities; data
visualisation

1. Introduction

There is a growing body of literature on the multiple applications of big data for
tourism studies [1]. Studies at different scales can be distinguished, ranging from those that
refer to the study of tourists individually to other studies that analyse tourist destinations
as a whole [2,3]. Obviously, each type of study needs data with different characteristics.
For example, in order to study the tourist experience, it is already possible to gather a large
volume of “active” information from a significant number of tourists through different
platforms, which turns out to be a valuable complement to the studies based on surveys
and other traditional techniques. While this type of analyses is known to be useful, other
data sources, such as activity records for credit card transactions or data collected from
Mobile Network Operators (MNO), have another type of value, as they collect “passive”
data from virtually all tourists.

Passive Mobile Data (PMD) allows the creation of high-resolution spatio-temporal
empirical models of human mobility [4]. Moreover, the characteristics of these data make it
possible to differentiate the visitor flows from the local population in any area under study.
These data provide a more comprehensive image of tourists’ mobility than traditional
individual surveys or GPS tracking. For these reasons, PMD is increasingly being used
to analyse tourists’ mobility patterns and their spatial behaviour at a destination [5]. The
main limitation of this data source, however, is the lack of individual sociodemographic
information about the travellers.

A key potentiality of PMD is the possibility of reproducing analyses on different
temporal and spatial scales. In the case of tourism studies, it allows measurement of the
effect of specific events on tourist flows. One of these possibilities is the study of the effect
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of the seasonality of tourism on the overall mobility in a city or a region. The seasonal
nature of tourism activity has deep implications for destinations that need to plan the
provisions of services and resources, such as public transportation, for both the peak and
the low season [6]. Detailed information on the spatial and temporal variability of flows is
of special interest for both the transportation and the tourism sectors.

Taking this context into account, the main objective of our article is to propose and
implement a methodology to measure the seasonality of tourism mobility in a mature
coastal destination using passive mobile phone data. More specifically, the methodological
objectives of the article are the following:

1. To confirm the potential value of mobile phone data for the study of the multiple
geographical and temporal scales of seasonal events, such as tourism mobility in cities
and regions.

2. To implement an approach that allows the visualisation of these multiple geographical
and temporal changes using graph-based representations.

In addition to these methodological objectives, our study aims to achieve the following
specific research objectives:

1. To measure the effect of tourism seasonality on the reconfiguration of overall intra-
urban and inter-urban mobility.

2. To identify the differentiated mobility patterns of tourists and locals.
3. To verify how diverse intensities in tourism activity within the different areas of the

city involve different mobility patterns and timings.

A case study conducted on the Costa Daurada (Catalonia, Spain) is used as a typical
example of a destination shaped by tourism seasonality. More specifically, the municipality
of Salou, the main destination on the Costa Daurada, was taken to analyse the inter-urban
and intra-urban movements. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is the first work
that explicitly addresses the analysis of tourism seasonality by creating origin-destination
visualisations from PMD (see Section 2 for a literature review and Section 3 for more details
on the methodological approach). Another consideration in this work is to provide results
of a big data analysis that could be interpreted by a greater number of people. For this
purpose, our approach is based on producing clear data visualisations. This will help in
the transfer of information to stakeholders, enrich decision-making processes and generate
more value from the data. The second novelty of the work is the multi-scale approach
implemented. It combines the representation of trips made within the city under study
(intra-urban) and the flows that take place in surrounding cities (inter-urban).

The rest of this article is structured as follows. Section 2 outlines the relevant research
work related to analysing tourists’ mobilities using PMD. Section 3 introduces the selected
case study and presents the methodology defined to carry out the PMD analysis. Section 4
shows the outcomes using two different kinds of visualisation. The paper culminates in
Section 5 with the discussion and final concluding remarks.

2. Background
2.1. Mobile Phone Data

Over the past two decades, mobile phones have achieved a high rate of penetration
in society [7]. This increased presence has led to millions of phones each producing a
fingerprint in the shape of its own particular list of events based on the user interaction,
such as calls, Short Message Service (SMS), or 3G/4G connections. Each event is associated
with the location of the closest cell tower and is stored automatically by each mobile
network operator. This process goes completely unnoticed by the user and is commonly
called “passive mobile data” or Call Detail Records (CDR). The main advantage of this type
of data compared to other ways of monitoring human mobility, such as social networks or
direct surveys, is that mobile data have an intrinsic geospatial component, only limited
by the density of the network of cell towers. The analysis of mobility data from social
networks and mobile phone data can give similar results in some urban contexts and in
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certain types of analysis, such as the analysis of densities or the temporal distribution of
the population. However, it has been found that using social network data can present
serious problems if, instead of analysing recurrent mobility, the focus is on shorter term
mobility [8].

CDR data are sampled unevenly over time so that logs can be very sparse for users
with a lower level of activity. This can lead to biased estimates when applied across the
board [9]. One solution to this problem is the use of Mobile Signalling Data (MSD) [10].
This kind of data can offer a more detailed view of the footprints of human mobility,
especially as regards the temporal aspect. MSD allows the activity of the mobile phone
to be collected more constantly thanks to events launched by the telecommunications
systems (e.g., cellhandovers, SMSs, or opening of sporadic data connections to perform
some background activity, among others) [11]. This feature means that MSD can add more
detail about the behaviour of users longitudinally in time and obtain greater granularity
than CDR. MSD have been seen by the scientific community as more attractive for carrying
out mobility studies.

In the same way as the CDR data, a problem associated with MSD is the “ping-pong”
effect, which occurs when there is an oscillation from one cell tower to another. This effect
is produced by the transfer of the user’s phone to nearby cell towers due to operations of
the telecommunications systems or load balancing. Incorrect movements are produced,
often continuously (bounces), without the user having moved. Wu et al. [12] proposed a
possible solution to this problem.

As noted above, mobile data are collected at a cell towers level (Figure 1 will be
introduced in the next section). Consequently, cell tower density has a significant effect
on positioning accuracy. At the same time, the distribution of cell towers is not uniform
throughout the territory, which gives rise to a difference in terms of accuracy depending
on the area to be analysed. For example, in urban areas, the density of cell towers is much
higher than in rural areas, and this causes a considerable loss of accuracy in location. The
distribution of these towers defines a grid of cells and these cells are used to account for
the activity within them. The activity is recorded with the unique identity of each mobile
phone detected by the cell tower belonging to the cell. For example, during the day, users
will have their activity linked to the cell tower overlapping their work place, and, at night,
the activity will be linked to the cell tower overlapping their home.

Figure 1. Urban, rural and isolated cells in a mobile phone network. Voronoi polygons are commonly
used to build these cells, but those geometries are replaced by hexagons to emphasise the concept
of cell.
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2.2. Tourism Mobility Studies Based on Mobile Phone Data

Although the use and analysis of this type of data are still relatively novel and
involve a high economic cost to acquire these data [13], they have been used in a large
number of mobility studies [14]. It should be noted that, apart from tourism studies, some
attempts have been made to use PMD to investigate other geographical issues, such as
generational differences in spatial mobility [15], internal migration [16], estimation of
literacy rates [17], measuring ethnic segregation [18,19], mapping changes in residence [20],
tracking population movements after disasters [21], or, more recently, how PMD can be
used to inform different aspects of COVID-19 response [22].

More specifically, there are also studies that use PMD to research tourist mobility. One
of the pioneering studies in this respect was presented by Ahas et al. [23]. In that work,
the authors analysed the main patterns within the seasonal movement of tourists at the
regional level in Estonia. The results yielded a strong seasonality in coastal areas during
the summer and inland areas during the winter season. In Reference [24], the same authors
analysed the “first call” made by tourists in Estonia to detect the main point of entry into
the country, and this enabled them to detect some divergence between the patterns of
Latvian and Russian tourists.

Raun et al. [25] analysed a three-year dataset of foreign visitors in Estonia. They
focused on five dimensions (spatial, temporal, compositional, social, and dynamic) and
analysed the inter- and intra-destination movements at the national level. The results
showed that smaller destination areas can be differentiated inside the whole country by
the geographical, temporal and compositional parameters of the visits. In a more recent
work [26], the same authors showed the impact of significant gateways on national tourism
flows by using passive mobile positioning and GPS data in Estonia and Israel. In both
cases, most of the tourists spent their time visiting areas close to the gateway, and a
dramatic decrease was seen in visitation to areas that were some distance away from the
gateway location.

In Reference [27], mobile data were used to complement and validate traditional
face-to-face surveys about tourism carried out in Saudi Arabia. The results highlighted the
popular destinations for domestic tourists and how nearby cities received visitors from the
most popular destinations.

Chen et al. [28] used PMD to predict patterns of tourists’ travel behaviour. Using one
month’s mobile data from Andorra, the authors applied different prediction algorithms,
and, in the best of cases, prediction of future short stays was obtained with a success rate
of 94.8% using Long Short Term Memory (LSTM). With the same dataset, in Reference [29],
the same authors analysed the Spanish and French tourist patterns in Andorra. They
detected that, depending on the country of residence (Spain or France), tourists travelled
more frequently to specific towns in Andorra. Using the same dataset, another study
evaluated different marketing strategies in tourism, by including tourists’ experiences and
evaluating the impact of touristic events [30].

In Reference [31], the author developed a platform to process CDR from mobile users
in Hainan (China) in order to identify the different tourist behaviours. Similar to previous
studies, in Reference [32], the authors designed a framework to discover tourist groups
using the same dataset from Hainan. Chen et al. [33] presented an analysis framework for
discovering valuable travel patterns of tourists. They defined a three-layer architecture
(data, algorithm and application layer). A testbed in Hainan (China) has been proposed
to validate the defined framework. A new study using mobile data (CDR) from Beijing
showed that big data analysis methods can determine where the main tourist attractions are
and draw tourist routes in a city [34]. The same work stated that data from mobile phones
can provide real-time information about tourist behaviours in a timely and effective manner.

PMD have been used to study different aspects of domestic tourism trips in France
using a dataset of 18 million users over 154 consecutive days [35]. The analysis extracted
18,380 domestic tourism trips in 32 of the biggest cities in France. A classification method
using mobile data was defined to determine different tourism-related profiles in Italy [36].
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The authors indicated that residents and long-term commuters are difficult to define with a
dataset covering only one month. Tourist profiles, however, can be classified easily in such
a short period, especially in the case of tourists who are continuously on the move.

2.3. Main Contributions of This Work

The use of PMD to analyse the mobility of people is not a new topic in itself, but it is
true that these data present a series of limitations that may be important according to each
case study. In this sense, it is important to propose new applications and determine the
pros and cons of PMD in each context.

If we compare the studies reviewed in this section with the main goals of the current
research, we can observe that some of them [23–26,33] analysed seasonality in a general
context. Regarding inter- and intra-urban movements, only Reference [25,26] included
these types of movements at a national level. The current work determines these inter-
and intra-urban movements at a local scale, taking into account the mobility implications
caused by seasonal reconfiguration, the differences between mobility according to the
origin of the visitors, and how the density of tourist resources in an area conditions the
flows in its surroundings.

Finally, concerning the way to visualise the results, most of the studies have used
simple graphs or thematic maps to describe spatial relationships or population densities.
Only Reference [34,35] added more innovative visualisations—some of them specific for
PMD—that help to represent the flows of movement and the distribution of tourists in a
more understandable way. However, Xu et al. [37] suggested that network science and its
outputs enable tourism researchers to identify better insights of tourist flow. Following
this idea, we propose the use of different graph-based visualisations to analyse seasonality
effects on tourist destination mobilities. These representations should be more readable
to researchers, but also to important stakeholders (e.g., local governments or tourism
organisations).

3. Methodology
3.1. Case Study

According to the premise of this article, PMD could be analysed using big data
techniques and data visualisations to study very particular mobility patterns that take
place in some tourist destinations. In this case, we are referring to the strong irregularities
in mobility that occur between seasons and time-slots, but which also translate into a
greater spatial concentration of visitors around the main tourist services and attractions.
To evaluate such patterns, we focused on the tourism mobilities in Salou (see Figure 2).

Salou is a relatively small town in the coastal area of the province of Tarragona (Catalo-
nia, Spain). According to official data for 2019, Salou has a population of 27,476 inhabitants.
Together with Cambrils and Vila-seca (33,898 and 22,187 inhabitants, respectively), it makes
up the central Costa Daurada, one of the major tourist destinations in Spain. Salou is the
main tourist zone in the area, both in number of hotel rooms and number of national and
international visitors per year. During 2018, Cambrils, Salou, and Vila-seca received a
total of 2.8 million tourists, who spent 11.9 million overnight. These figures account for
51.2% of the total number of tourists and 59% of the total number of overnight stays on the
whole Costa Daurada. Tarragona and Reus, the two main cities in the region (134,515 and
104,373 inhabitants, respectively) are located less than ten kilometres from Salou.
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Figure 2. Location map of the study area. The main map shows the principal municipalities in the
area and the proposed zoning of Salou (residential, PortAventura, and tourist areas). The reference
map shows the study area in context within the province of Tarragona, Catalonia, and Spain.

The main attraction of the central Costa Daurada lies in its sun-and-beach tourism.
Except in the case of Reus, the other three towns and Tarragona are on the coast and boast
good quality beaches. In the case of Vila-seca, the main urban area is situated somewhat
further away from the coast, but it is in the secondary nucleus of la Pineda where tourist
activity is mainly concentrated. Another important tourist resource is PortAventura World,
a theme park that exceeded 5.2 million visits in 2019. It should be noted that in 2019
PortAventura also set a record for visits in the Halloween (more than 900,000 visits) and
Christmas (more than 500,000) campaigns. Finally, Tarragona and Reus also attract urban,
cultural, and leisure tourism.

Regarding the intensity of the presence of the tourism sector, Salou can be separated
into three very different areas: (1) the PortAventura area and the associated tourist resort,
(2) the tourist area next to the beach, where the hotels and most of the accommodation,
restaurants and leisure offer are located, and (3) the residential area, where these activities
have an almost anecdotal presence.

The mobility of tourists in this area has previously been studied from different per-
spectives using other data sources and offering a very specific point of view. There are
several studies that used public transport data collected by an automated fare collection
system to understand topics, such as the impact of tourism seasonality on the bus trans-
port network [38,39], to determine the spatial coverage of public transport networks and
their spatial dependence with tourism accommodation establishments [40] and to identify
groups of public transport users based on their trip patterns [6]. Another study combined
the use of public transport data and surveys in order to determine the tourist profiles that
preferred the use of public transport over private cars [41]. Other studies collected data by
using GPS loggers to track cruise tourists in order to understand their spatial behaviours in
the city of Tarragona [42,43]. In all these studies, there were tourism mobility behaviours
and patterns that were known to be of an important magnitude but can vary very quickly
in time and space. In such a volatile context, having quality information and being able to
analyse it with agility can be essential in many circumstances.

3.2. Data

In this work, we used PMD, which combined the two record typologies described
in the background section (CDR and MSD). In this way, each record provided spatio-
temporal information about the phone each time it interacted with the network, both for
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active events from the CDR (e.g., calls, SMS, data connections) and for certain passive
events from the MSD (e.g., changes in the coverage area, network updates, among others).
These data have a high spatio-temporal granularity, which is normally higher in more
populated urban areas than in sparser or rural areas. The data provided by some operators
also included sociodemographic information linked to users, such as age and gender,
but we only accessed anonymised and aggregated records. All the mobile data records
from Spanish residents came from the Orange network—Orange Espagne S.A.U., which
is the Spanish subsidiary of the French multinational company Orange—while the data
for foreigners came from mobile operators in different countries (Orange partners). The
pre-processing of these data has to be performed by Nommon Solutions and Technologies,
which is a technological partner of Orange Espagne that has a collaboration agreement,
allowing them to access data directly from the Orange network.

Table 1 shows the number of Orange users in Spain for different age groups and the
percentage of the total population that they represent. The structure of the sample of Orange
users is similar to the structure of the population in Spain, with a clear predominance of
the intermediate and high age groups, so this can be considered a good sample of the total
population. These data can be used to study two of the profiles that we want to analyse,
the residents in a particular area and the trips by national visitors to that area.

Table 1. Percentage of sample by age group. Sources: “Padrón Municipal de Habitantes” (2019) and
Orange Spain (2019).

Age Group Total Population Orange Users Percentage

10–19 4,813,817 683,995 14.2%
20–44 15,238,220 5,489,663 36.0%
45–65 13,522,821 4,045,965 29.9%

Over 65 9,057,193 1,282,015 14.2%

Similarly, only a sample of international visitors is directly available. Table 2 shows the
comparison between the total number of tourists and visitors in Spain during November
2019 and the size of the effective sample of foreign tourists and visitors [44]. These
percentages are also considered an adequate sample of the total number of visitors by
country of origin.

Table 2. Percentage of foreign tourists and visitors by nationality in the sample (November 2019).
Sources: Orange Spain and National Statistics Institute of Spain.

Origin Total Visitors Roaming Users Percentage

France 2,060,689 383,927 18.63%
United Kingdom 982,514 94,568 9.63%

Germany 641,242 30,678 4.78%
Portugal 738,530 97,696 13.23%

Rest of the world 3,166,237 333,437 10.53%

Considering the proposed research questions and the already mentioned cost of ac-
cessing and processing these data, the population movements selected for the study area
were those that occurred between the municipalities of Tarragona, Reus, Cambrils, Salou,
and Vila-seca, with a higher level of disaggregation for Salou, where the three main areas
of this important tourist destination were distinguished (residential, tourist areas, and Por-
tAventura). Origin-Destination (OD) matrices were required on four representative days,
distinguishing between mobility in summer and winter and whether it was a weekday or
the weekend. The days chosen to represent the typical activity in summer were Wednesday,
8 August 2018, and Saturday, 11 August 2018. Additionally, Wednesday, 23 January 2019,
and Saturday, 26 January 2019 were the representative days of the winter period. Four
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different time ranges were considered: early morning (06.00–10.59), midday (11.00–15.59),
afternoon (16.00–21.59), and night (22.00–05.59). Finally, it was important to distinguish
whether the movements were carried out by (1) users residing in the study area and its
vicinity (Tarragona province; national and living in the area for at least three weeks), (2)
national visitors (Orange clients or extrapolated estimations), or (3) users residing abroad
(roaming users).

Today, the number of PMD records generated for Spain is about 1.5 billion a day. It
should be noted that, for any study, the entire dataset has to be analysed, even if only a
few indicators for a specific group of users are to be calculated. For example, a minimum
of 3 weeks of records are usually analysed to observe longitudinal patterns and infer
attributes, such as the place of residence or type of activity performed (i.e., business or
tourism). Therefore, it can be said that the volume of data used in the study is around
315,000 or 350,000 million records, before filtering and selecting the necessary information.
For processing this volume of data, Nommon Solutions use servers from Amazon Web
Services (AWS), in which characteristics depend on the needs of a particular project. In
their analyses, they use proprietary software developed mainly in Python and Cython
programming languages.

Nommon Solutions ensure PMD data quality and usefulness by processing raw data
to obtain an enriched dataset tailored to analyse the case study population’s behaviours
(see Figure 3). This process can be summarised in the following stages:

1. Pre-processing and cleaning. Based on the mobile operator’s anonymised data
(Table 3), a pre-processing stage is carried out to facilitate the management, ordering
and grouping of the data for later stages. In this same stage, data cleaning and quality
control tasks are also performed. These tasks are applied to anonymised mobile data
records and user profile data.
Figure 1 shows a representation of a possible scenario for analysing PMD. In the vast
majority of studies, the location of the mobile phone is based on the locations of the
cell towers of the mobile phone network used (see Table 3). A Voronoi tessellation is
constructed based on the cell tower locations and is used to determine the position of
each user in a specific moment; in this way, each polygon defines the maximum level
of granularity. The Voronoi polygon layer is used to zone and extrapolate the user
activity in each cell, depending on other datasets, such as sociodemographic data or
land use and cover from the Spanish Land Occupation Information System (SIOSE).
We did not have access to the location of the antennas nor the Voronoi tessellation,
only to the trips already aggregated at the municipal or district level.

Figure 3. Workflow used by Nommon Solutions to process mobile data.

Table 3. Examples of mobile operator’s anonymised data.

Device ID Cell Tower ID Date Time

125976C2BB0F73BDD81888E 2140307102 20190126 161438
322405D3AC0F22ABB72352B 2150335289 20190126 181436
228852A3DB0D33CAE15688E 2140307102 20190811 192361
522345B6BD1A83BBB31932B 2150335289 20190811 202513

... ... ... ...
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2. Potential sample selection. The next step is to select the users whose mobile activity
provides correct information in the study area. The main objective of this stage is
to build a sample that involves a compromise between quantity and quality. Some
indicators to consider are the number of records generated and the time lapses
between them. Special treatment is required in the case of foreign visitors, since their
period of activity is limited to a few specific days, and their activity starts and ends
mainly at airports.

3. Activity and trip extraction. At this stage, activity and travel indicators are generated
from mobile data records. This stage is divided into two sub-tasks: (1) the identi-
fication and characterisation of stays and activities, and (2) the identification and
characterisation of travel and stages. The first is responsible for analysing consecutive
records in the same mobile cell, and they are identified as stays when they remain for
longer than a particular threshold (e.g., an average of 30 min, but it depends on the
land use and other variable considerations). The stays that correspond to activities
are then identified. The second task is responsible for defining the trips made using
the activities and stages detected in the previous task. For each trip, a list of features
are defined: a destination, start and end time, a mode of transport and a route. A
distinction is drawn between medium- and long-distance trips and short-distance
movements in urban environments. For long-distance trips map-matching and the
average velocity of the trip is enough to determine the transport mode. For shorter
trips, data fusion techniques are also necessary to specify a mode of transport (e.g.,
transport networks, airports, bus stations, surveys, land use).

4. Extrapolation of the sample to the total population. The fourth stage is responsible
for extrapolating the selected sample to the total population. Two different types
are considered: residents in the country under study and foreigners. For the first of
them, different factors are used, such as the census section, and, for foreigners, the
total number of official visitors segmented by nationality, type of visitor, and entry
point are used. The mobility of international tourists and other visitors is analysed
from the data on users who are roaming on the Orange network. The analysis of the
roaming data offers the following peculiarities: (1) Since they are not customers of
Orange Spain, the only sociodemographic information available is the nationality
of the mobile operator of each user, so it is taken as a proxy of their nationality; (2)
roaming users can connect to different networks during their stay, so the percentage
of users present in the sample over the total number of foreign visitors is higher than
the market share of the operator; and (3) many of these users generate an insufficient
number of records to analyse their mobility, so these data are usually excluded from
the analysis.

5. Output generation. The last stage is responsible for generating the final dataset,
adding different spatial and temporal resolutions and the segmentation needed to
visualise the behaviour of the selected population. The results of this stage are a
collection of OD matrices with different naming conventions that we merged and
adapted for the proposed visual analysis (see Table 4).

Table 4. Extract from the already pre-processed OD matrix.

ID From To Time_range Residence Date Trips

1 1 1 06:00–11:00 Locals 2018-08-08 11,308
2 1 1 06:00–11:00 Locals 2018-08-11 9132
3 1 1 06:00–11:00 Locals 2019-01-23 9004
4 1 1 06:00–11:00 Locals 2019-01-26 7158
5 ... ... ... ... ... ...

6272 7 7 22:00–06:00 Tourists-Spaniards 2019-01-26 87
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3.3. Data Visualisation

The pre-processed OD matrix is a relatively small table that could be parsed using
standard tools. However, there are still too many relationships to extract interesting patterns
from the data without the help of special techniques, such as proper data visualisation.
For example, it was necessary to distinguish the moments and/or places of maximum
congestion, when inter-urban mobility or intra-urban mobility predominated, or how the
main poles of attraction of PortAventura and the tourist area (near the beach) acted in
different time-slots and seasons, among other interesting patterns of mobility.

In Section 2, we have seen many examples of research that have used PMD to study
tourism mobilities. Among these studies, very few paid more attention to the visualisation
phase, and usually common charts and maps were drawn. In this paper, we consider data
visualisation an important stage. The seasonality patterns on different scales (intra-urban
and inter-urban) can be shown with a variety of graph-based visualisations that make good
use of different visual variables (e.g., colour, size, direction). After testing with different
types of charts, we think that two visualisations were the most appropriate for this case
study: flow maps and alluvial diagrams. While different types of flow maps are more
common, alluvial diagrams are a specific type of parallel axis plots that have not been used
in the literature reviewed. However, we consider that these visualisations are useful for
showing relationships of directional and qualitative data [6,45]. In this paper, we have
used the R platform and several R packages for data management and data visualisation
purposes. The description of these methods is detailed in the R scripts shared in their own
Git repository (https://github.com/gratet/pmd-seasonality-visualisations-accessed on 21
February 2021). Together with Python, the R platform is a powerful framework for data
science and data visualisation [46], which provides access to all the necessary resources for
this stage of the research.

4. Results

The main OD matrix extracted from the data pool still had 6272 rows, which is too
much information to assimilate without finding a good way to present it. The generation
of suitable visualisations is usually of great interest in these cases. However, not all charts
or maps work in the same way, and each question must be solved in a particular manner.
In this section, we first explain a few details of the selected visualisations and then we use
these figures to address the proposed research questions.

4.1. Visualising Tourism Mobilities Using Mobility Data

Faceted visualisations can be especially useful to compare different dates and time-
slots. We have developed several R scripts to create a variety of representations. Among all
the figures created, the clearest and most useful ones have been included here to answer the
proposed study objectives. As mentioned above, figures of two types, flow maps (spatial
graphs) and alluvial diagrams, have been used.

Figures 4–6 are flow maps showing the mobility in the three zones of Salou—PortAventura,
residential, and tourist—and between these areas and the most important municipalities
nearby (Tarragona, Reus, Cambrils and Vila-seca). These figures are spatial graphs. In
other words, they are graphs in which nodes are located in a geographical space of coor-
dinates. Nodes, represented as circles, are located at the centroid of the main urban area
in each municipality or zone. In almost all cases, this location coincides with the main
urban area. However, in the case of Vila-seca, in summer, the bulk of the population is
concentrated mainly in la Pineda [47], which is the part of the municipality closest to the
sea (see Figure 2).

These nodes are sized according to the resident population. The edges show the
number of trips, and their thickness (size) is scaled so that they do not become overlapped.
Their directionality, represented by an arrowhead, indicates whether it is a round trip,
so that they are all represented at the same time. In general, lines running in opposite
directions have been represented in parallel, whenever possible, so as not to interfere with

https://github.com/gratet/pmd-seasonality-visualisations
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readability. In other cases, lines with sufficient curvature have been used to show the most
distant displacements more clearly. Self-loop edges have been used to show the internal
mobility of each of the areas of Salou. In both cases, edges and nodes, the same colour
has been used to show the municipality or area where each set of trips begin. Finally, in
order to be able to display the graphs correctly on a cartographic basis, we decided to
make facets by dates and not to disaggregate by time-slots. The resulting figures shed a
considerable amount of light on the mobility patterns of each population group. Figure 7
shows a synthesis of all the previous flow maps where the three selected profiles (locals,
national visitors, and international tourists) can be compared in relative terms. This figure
measures the absolute difference of trips between summer and winter days (summer minus
winter trips).

Figures 8 and 9 are faceted alluvial diagrams that show the information using almost
the same visual variables. Unlike the previous flow maps, in this case, the alluvial diagrams
are focused on the internal trips between the three zones of Salou and trips from sub-areas
of Salou to the other municipalities. This means that the trips from other municipalities to
Salou are not shown, since the main advantages of alluvial diagrams, such as the clustering
of attributes, would be lost. In an alluvial diagram, blocks represent clusters of nodes, and
stream fields between the blocks represent changes in the composition of these clusters
over time. The height of a block represents the size of the cluster, and the height of a stream
field represents the size of the components contained in the two blocks connected by the
stream field.

Some basic vocabulary is necessary to describe these plots. Essentially, alluvial dia-
grams are arranged in axis, alluvium, stratum, lode, and flow. In the alluvial diagrams in
this work, two axes showing the origin and destination of trips are used, and alluvium
represents the groups of clustered trips. Each colour shows trips by place of residence
(local, Spaniards, and foreigners).

Figure 4. Flow maps of the intra-urban and inter-urban mobility in Salou of the residents in the
province of Tarragona.
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Figure 5. Flow maps of the intra-urban and inter-urban mobility in Salou of the Spanish tourists
(from outside the province of Tarragona).

Figure 6. Flow maps of the intra-urban and inter-urban mobility in Salou of the international tourists.
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Figure 7. Seasonal increment in the number of trips for local residents, Spanish, and international
tourists.

Figure 8. Alluvial diagrams showing the summer mobility of local residents, national tourists, and
international tourists in Salou. Intra-urban mobility shows the movements between the different
areas of Salou—PortAventura (PA), Residential (Res), Tourist (Tour), while inter-urban mobility
shows the movements from these areas to the most important municipalities in the area—Cambrils
(C), Reus (R), Tarragona (T), and Vila-seca (VS).
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Figure 9. Alluvial diagrams showing the winter mobility of local residents, national tourists and
international tourists in Salou. Intra-urban mobility shows the movements between the different areas
of Salou—PortAventura (PA), Residential (Res), Tourist (Tour), while inter-urban mobility shows the
movements from these areas and to the most important municipalities in the area—Cambrils (C),
Reus (R), Tarragona (T), and Vila-seca (VS).

4.2. Seasonality at the Intra-Urban and Inter-Urban Scale

To address the research questions proposed in the introduction, we first want to
highlight the main patterns that we can see thanks to our analysis. Later, it will be possible
to extract considerations of a more general nature.

The first alluvial diagram (Figure 8) shows the trips made on summer days, at both
the intra-urban and the inter-urban levels, of all the population groups at the time (local
residents, national visitors, and foreign visitors). Being able to see the trips sorted by
place of residence makes it quite clear that locals (red alluvium) predominate in terms
of inter-urban mobility. At the same time, visitors, both national and international, tend
to perform short-distance mobility in the same urban area (intra-urban mobility). These
patterns of each profile have deep implications for the overall mobility of the region. The
predominant trips in winter are inter-urban (and mainly carried out by locals), whereas, in
summer, intra-urban trips are clearly higher due to the predominance of short-distance
urban tourism mobilities.

In Figure 9, the importance of the local residents in winter is more evident than in the
previous flow maps. The comparison between the two alluvial diagrams (Figures 8 and 9)
allows measurement of the tourism seasonality effect in the overall mobility in the area. It
must be said that the vertical scale, where the number of trips is measured, is almost three
times smaller than the one in the faceted summer alluvial diagrams. On the other hand,
the number of trips by time-slots is in line with expectations, that is, in the morning the
number of trips is lower at weekends than on weekdays, while the number of trips at night
is higher at weekends.

Figure 4 shows both the local population resident in Salou and that of the other mu-
nicipalities in the province of Tarragona (see Figure 2). In general, there is a greater number
of trips in summer than in winter. This finding helps to demonstrate that the seasonality of
tourism activity in the area also implies higher mobility of the local population in summer.
It could be related to the growth of economic activity in summer but also to the greater
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mobility of locals for leisure during the summer months. Previous research conducted in
the study area has also highlighted this situation using data from public transport passen-
gers throughout the year [39,41]. These studies concluded that the seasonality of tourism
activity implies a redefinition of regional functional hierarchies during the year, the coastal
tourist cities being the area with the higher concentration of flows. The current study
allows us to evidence this situation not only related to public transport flows, as happens in
overall flows in the area. Moreover, we can now demonstrate that these differences are also
significant at the intra-urban level and are concentrated in the most touristic area of Salou.
For example, taking the trips from Reus to the three areas of Salou as a reference (e.g.,
focusing on Wednesday), trips to the PortAventura area increase by a few hundreds (from
1421 to 1910 trips), approximately the same as to the residential area of Salou (from 5609
to 5971 trips). On the other hand, trips to the tourist area clearly increase twofold (from
2084 to 4471). The internal mobility of the three zones defined in Salou also experiences a
contrast between summer and winter, which is more significant in the tourist area with
almost three times the number of trips. Among the locals, in winter it seems that mobility
is slightly higher on weekdays than at weekends. Internal mobility in the PortAventura
area also shows less activity at the weekend (about half of the trips).

In Figure 5, all trips made by residents in Spain from outside the province of Tarragona
are considered. In this case, the contrast between the number of trips in summer and winter
is much higher. This is logical, as there is clearly a higher concentration of Spanish visitors
in summer. The figure could also be focused at first on the trips between Reus and the
three areas of Salou, but the contrast is enormous in the trips from Tarragona (10 times
bigger in summer), Cambrils, and Vila-seca (20 times bigger in summer, in both cases). The
detail of the OD matrices is such that in winter they are able to show edges or flows of less
than ten trips between the municipalities in the area. If we consider the internal mobility
of the areas of Salou, the differences are considerable (more than 50 or 60 times bigger in
summer). The attraction of the tourist area for Spanish tourists is quite clear. Once at the
destination, most of their trips and activities are concentrated in the same area, leaving the
residential area and PortAventura in a secondary position. Contrary to what happens with
the locals, the total number of trips made by Spanish tourists is higher at the weekend than
during the week. This value is explained by the short-time weekend national visitors that
this destination receives [48].

Figure 6 shows the international tourists’ (roaming users) trip patterns. These patterns
are somewhat similar to those of the Spanish visitors, but the contrasts with the locals are
much bigger. As an example, the internal mobility of the most touristic area of Salou is
huge during the summer (up to 300 times bigger than in winter). The lack of short-time
or weekend visitors in the case of international tourism explains why, in that case, no
growth in global trips is observed during weekends. On the other hand, the tendency to
concentrate trips in a small area is also greater than in the case of Spanish visitors. In other
words, our work reveals that the international tourists tend to make shorter distance trips
during their stay than the national tourists. This result is consistent with the literature on
tourist mobility in the city [49]. Previous studies have also highlighted that repeat visitors
(that could be represented by the Spaniards in the study area) tend to use a bigger area
in the city than first-time visitors [50]. Finally, it was observed that international tourists
have a greater weight of mobility linked to PortAventura. Moreover, in contrast to what
happened with Spanish tourists, their mobility in the Theme Park area is higher during
weekdays.

Finally, a global comparison can be made without losing the geographic context. In
Figure 7, the map shows the differences between summer and winter, during the week and
at weekends. In this figure, the differences between summer and winter are exaggerated,
even more so for those trips that are very small or even null for some time slots in winter.
Given the size of this figure, labels cannot be added to all arrows, but some significant
differences can still be read well that could not be seen on previous maps. International
tourists and Spaniards have quite similar travel patterns in the two seasons, but it is striking
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that internal displacement in the theme park area varies between weekends and midweek.
It seems that the Spanish have a certain preference for visiting the park at the weekend,
while international tourists visit the park more during the week. This type of pattern is of
interest, since it could be contrasted with the park capacity data in an attempt to validate
the results obtained with PMD.

5. Discussion and Conclusions
5.1. Main Findings and Contributions

Our study has enabled us to demonstrate the overall mobility changes due to tourism
seasonality in a coastal destination. Our approach combines the study of inter-urban and
intra-urban mobility together with the different profiles of population (locals, national
tourists, and international tourists). Through this methodology, a deeper knowledge of
mobility in the region is achieved, along with new evidence that is added to that of previous
survey-based studies of the resident population or public transport data [39,41,48]. On this
occasion, having a more complete record made it more feasible to differentiate between
national and international tourists. This is useful for the study of the spatial behaviour of
different visitors and is of interest for tourism planning and management.

Seasonality affects especially Salou and its more touristic areas, but it also contributes
to redefining the overall mobility patterns in the region. The mobility of the local population
is also higher during summer. These findings provide new evidence on the utility of PMD
for the study of mobility in territories in which visitors play a key role in the overall mobility.
It also provides evidence on the utility of PMD for the analysis of seasonal episodes, such
as coastal tourism.

Regarding the methodological issues raised in this study, we were interested in know-
ing to what extent PMD is useful for the study of seasonal tourist mobility at different scales
and, as other authors have suggested [37], whether the proposed graph visualisations really
help to analyse these data. This research work shows how PMD can be analysed to obtain
valuable information and knowledge for decision-making in tourism. More specifically,
we have conducted a case study showing how PMD can be aggregated and reduced in
complexity in order to extract useful information about the mobilities of locals and visitors
associated with tourism seasonality. Considering the nature of this information, it is neces-
sary to elaborate clear and innovative visualisations to better understand and share the
extracted knowledge.

PMD provides a good sample of the mobility of the total population staying in
an area (both residents and visitors). For example, it is a more inclusive data source
that does not require modern devices with GPS or other internet-based APPs—such as
smartphones, tablets, wearables—, but, rather, any mobile phone can generate data once
connected to the network. As a consequence, PMD allows the characterisation of different
population profiles; in this study this is carried out by dividing the population into three
different groups (local residents, Spanish tourists, and international tourists). In addition
to this advantage, PMD provides quite homogeneous and multi-scale spatial resolutions,
especially in very populated urban areas where the mobile phone network is denser. This
feature facilitates the study of tourism seasonality, since different time-slots can be selected
and the planning of the data acquisition can be carried out at any time. In this research,
we selected four representative days—two during the week and two at the weekend—in
summer and winter, but many other time periods and time-slots could be analysed using
the same techniques. This is essential in a highly changeable sector, like tourism.

Finally, our work provides innovative visualisations for the study of tourism mobility
flows. After conducting the literature review presented in Section 2, it has been detected
that most of the analyses of tourists’ mobilities performed using PMD do not provide
detailed visualisations that could help to understand the knowledge extracted from those
large amounts of data. This may depend on the type of problem being studied and
the different needs to summarise the data. Most of the works reviewed presented their
results in tabular form (tables and OD matrices) or using simple line or bar plots. Only
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a few articles provided any kind of map-based visualisations [27,32,34–36] or proposed
alternative ways of representing mobility flows in tourist areas (e.g., the use of cartograms in
Reference [26]). However, on a broader scope, there are interesting proposals for tools and
new types of visualisations applied to urban mobility that could be explored in order to find
better ways to analyse problems, such as tourist seasonality and flow changes, at different
spatio-temporal scales. As an example, one interesting study proposed visualisation of
spatio-temporal profiles (urban beats) for urban areas [51]. In addition, with the aim of
integrating non-experts in the query creation process, another study proposed a graph-
based visual query method for massive human trajectory data [52]. This research work
does not provide any new visualisations, but it does apply two types of visualisations that
have not previously been adopted in tourism mobility analyses. Flow maps and alluvial
diagrams have proved to be useful in representing the flows, distribution, and proportion
of the mobilities of the population groups defined in the proposed case study. On the
one hand, flow maps add a geographical perspective that helps to contextualise in which
directions these flows of movements occur. On the other hand, alluvial diagrams offer
an adequate vision to better quantify the proportions of these flows. Alluvial diagrams
facilitate the drawing of inter- and intra-urban movements, since the flow map should
generate visualisations at different scales to cover all cities (inter-urban) and their sub-areas
(intra-urban). However, these types of visualisations were better adapted to some specific
purpose (e.g., alluvial diagrams were not suitable for showing bidirectionality of flows and
flow maps were confusing when trying to draw different groups on the same map).

5.2. Limitations

The analysis presented here offers a reasonably detailed view of the structure of
tourism mobilities. However, there are some limitations that should be taken into account
in future studies. For example, the availability of data, influenced by the density of the
mobile phone network, varies with the MNO and this data heterogeneity can influence
the type of analysis that can be carried out. Another point to note is that it cannot be
guaranteed that the owner of the phone is the real user (e.g., the user could be an employee
or a relative, among other possibilities). This point can add uncertainty to the results due to
the fact that, in many cases, demographic data are used. Furthermore, data privacy issues
are important aspects of PMD. There are distinct regulations at different levels on how all
data collection must be carried out [53]. These regulations guarantee that neither persons
nor their location can be identified. MNO are responsible for anonymising data so that
users cannot be identified. For instance, when the mobility of a user between two areas is
lower than a threshold (i.e., less than one hundred), it is removed from the analysis.

Although the spatial granularity of the data allows for a high level of detail, there
are shortcomings in specific scenarios. An example of this problem occurs in the area of
PortAventura. Since it is a theme park with a considerably large area (up to 825.7 ha), it
is not possible to guarantee the correct recording of movements within the park. This is
due to the proximity to the tourist-residential area of la Pineda and the distribution of cell
towers in the area, meaning that some of the movements within the park could be counted
as inter-urban mobility with Vila-seca.

Another important limitation of PMD comes from the cost of accessing and pro-
cessing the data. This issue depends on the network provider and the system designed
for exploiting these data. In this work, we demonstrated that seasonality can be shown
correctly by selecting a few representative days. This restriction reduces the cost of this
type of analysis. However, failing to determine an average day could affect the results
(e.g., selecting days with special events, music festivals, etc). In addition, depending on
the operator, accessing this type of data can be driven by an intermediary partner. In
this context, research reproducibility can be compromised for two reasons: (1) the use of
anonymised and proprietary data, and (2) the pre-processing of the data using proprietary
software in a closed environment. These problems do not affect research conducted using
other data sources, software, and practices [46].
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One last limitation is related to following the requirements (static and space) that must
be met to include these visualisations in a journal article. For example, using faceted plots
has many advantages, but not all combinations of variables could be shown correctly if
there are space restrictions. For example, creating more detailed faceted flow maps makes
labels and arrows difficult to read. In this sense, new forms of interactive visualisations for
the web can help users to understand the research outcomes [54] or even to interactively
arrange the graphs [55]. However, representing too much information in the same plot can
affect the readability, and some degree of generalisation is always necessary.

5.3. Future Work

Immediate directions for future work include other data sources to enrich and try
to validate the PMD used in the current research work. In the results section, we already
mentioned that the PortAventura entrance data could be used for this purpose. Another
kind of data could be the records from smart card validations of the regional transport
agency in the study area, where the authors of the current manuscript have previous
experience [6]. The records of credit card transactions could also be useful, as these data
reveal the origin of the cardholder, which is useful to identify whether a visitor is a foreigner.
Another possible extension is the characterisation of the PMD with the type of transport
(car, bus, bicycle, etc.) used to carry out the movements between the different areas of the
case study, and it is now clear that the length of the stay could be an important element to
analyse. The results of this analysis would be of benefit to potential stakeholders, such as
policymakers, in order to make mobility or urban planning decisions. On the other hand,
it would be of interest to replicate this approach in other destinations that also face the
challenge of managing the seasonality of tourism demand.

Finally, an interesting aspect to explore and validate in future studies is the possibility
of replicating the same study during the COVID-19 pandemic. The current global health
crisis and the restrictions applied by different governments to combat the spread of the
virus have had a profound influence on human mobility, in general, and tourism activity,
in particular. A new study using telephone data during the different levels of restrictions
would be of great interest to analyse the impact of COVID-19 on tourism, especially by
analysing the influence on each of the profiles defined in this work (local residents, Spanish
tourists, and international tourists).
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